System peaks and their positive and negative aspects in chromatographic techniques.
Whenever a mobile phase contains more than one component, additional signals commonly called system peaks can appear. The origin of these signals is explained through loss of equilibrium in the separation column caused by injection of analyte dissolved in a different solvent than the mobile phase. The system peaks are then generated by a relaxation process started by the non-equilibrium state. An overview of the theory and applications of the system peaks in separation methods, mainly in liquid chromatography, is presented in this paper. Only a brief theoretical discussion of the system peak origin is given as the theoretical aspects of system peak formation have already been published in many papers. The main focus of this review is to summarize applications, in which system peaks were used to measure physical or physicochemical data. Signals of system peaks are often misinterpreted but they offer valuable information about thermodynamics and kinetics of the separation process that takes place in chromatographic column.